Importance weighted averaging is a central information processing task in multicriteria decision problems of many kinds, such that selection, classification, object recognition, query answering, and information retrieval. These problems are characterized by a query, i.e., a set of importance weighted criteria, and a set of options queried. While each criterion determines a ranking of the options, the task of the averaging operator is essentially to aggregate these rankings into an overall ranking under the consideration of the criterion importance. We present a class of such operators, based on the power means, namely the Andness-directed Importance Weighted Averaging (AIWA) operators. The operators are equipped with an approximate andness measure allowing an easy, direct control of the andness in the unit interval. The aggregation behavior of the operators appears to be similar to that of importance weighted maximum entropy OWA operators. However, AIWA operators aggregates n arguments (criterion satisfaction values) in O(n) time as opposed to O(n log n) time for OWA operators. An interesting property provided by AIWA operators is decomposability, allowing us to consider new or improved criteria without recomputing with all arguments. Overall, the AIWA operators appear to be effective as andness controlled, importance weighted averaging operators, as well as easy to apply and computationally efficient.
Introduction
Flexible, yet efficient and effective, information aggregation has become a main issue in information access and other multicriteria decision problems, due to the often huge amount of relevant information to be processed, and the various quality and precision of the information. For instance, automatic filtering systems must be able to rapidly evaluate new objects of potential interest, and consider new and better information on the objects and improved knowledge on the criteria applied for recognizing such objects. 1 Of particular interest in information access is aggregation between min (representing pure and) and max (representing pure or), as provided by the averaging operators. A major reason is that in situations where knowledge on the Boolean structure of the query is lacking, the possible Boolean interpretations (without negation) are lower and upper bounded by, respectively, pure and and pure or. This is the situation for web search engines where term lists queries are much more popular than Boolean queries, which is likely to be due to the fact that the term list form is both easier and safer to apply for ordinary users. 2 In query evaluation, it is desirable with an averaging operator that allows us easily to control the degree of andness, that is, the degree (in the unit interval) to which operators represents a pure and (andness degree 1) rather than a pure or (andness degree 0). Since the criteria that jointly forms the query seldom have the same importance, also importance weighting should be supported.
The Order Weighted Averaging (OWA) operators, introduced by Yager, 3 allow this. The properties of an OWA operator, including the degree of andness (or orness, defined as one minus the andness), are determined by a vector of weights, the OWA weights, that defines a distribution (summing to one) over the argument positions. The OWA aggregate is obtained as the OWA weighted sum of the arguments (the criterion satisfaction values) in non-increasing value order. OWA operators may be applied with importance weighting through an initial importance weighting transformation of the arguments. The transformation must satisfy certain requirements related to the andness. Another approach, without importance weighting, is a linear combination of min aggregation and a max aggregation, weighted by the andness and the orness, respectively. 4 However, in these approaches, values between the minimum and the maximum has no effect on the result. Allowing (Archimedean) t-norms and tconorms instead of min and max, respectively, as in some approach, 5 seems not to improve this situation much.
In this paper, we present a class of importance weighted averaging operators based on the power means, belonging to the family of quasi-arithmetic means. An approximate measure of andness in the unit interval is defined for this class, such that the andness is parameterized directly in to the class expression to obtain the operator with that andness. When the andness moves from 0 through 1 2 to 1, the operator moves from the min operator through the arithmetic mean to the max operator, in a proper importance weighted form of these operators.
We refer to these operators as Andness-directed Importance Weighted Averaging (AIWA) operators. The AIWA operators appear to have an aggregation behavior that is similar to that of an importance weighting generalization of the Maximum Entropy OWA (MEOWA) operators, 6 that is, OWA operators with the maximum dispersion of the OWA weights, at a given andness and dimension. However, AIWA operators aggregate n arguments (criterion satisfaction values) in O(n) time as opposed to O(n log n) time for OWA operators. An interesting property provided by AIWA operators, due to their structure as quasi-arithmetic means, is decomposability, allowing us essentially to consider new criteria with out recomputing with all arguments. The class of AIWA operators contains the unweighted AIWA operators, the Andness-directed Averaging (AA) operators, represented by the case where all importance weights has the value one.
The family of quasi-arithmetic means has been studied by several authors, since they were independently discovered by Nagumo and Kolmogoroff in 1930;  here is just referred a few. 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14 Weighted quasi-arithmetic means, in particular weighted power means, were studied by some of the authors, but these means have in general not been importance weighting means, but "confidence" weighted means where the task is to estimate the value of the argument variable under some pessimism or optimism assumption controlled by the parameter. A noteworthy exception is the p-norm model proposed by Salton et al. 15 This model, which was proposed as a query-document similarity measure for information retrieval, is essentially identical to the AIWA operators, though without an explicit andness measure, and with no investigation of its properties as a quasi-arithmetic means based operator, since focus was on its information retrieval performance.
The terms "orness" and "andness" (= 1 -orness) origin from Yager's introduction in 1988 of the Ordered Weighted Averaging (OWA) operators. 3 Measures of andness and orness were first introduced by Dujmović (in 1974) for power means, 16 under the names conjunction degree and disjunction degree, respectively. Marichal proposed that the degrees of orness, and hence andness, following Dujmović's approach, can be defined for any compensative aggregation operator (averaging operator), hence also for OWA operators; 17 in fact, Yager's orness measure appears to be fully consistent with that definition. 18 A number of other authors provided important contributions to the study of the orness (and, hence andness) measure in related contexts. 19, 20, 21, 18 Importance weighting for min and max aggregation operators, and t-norms and t-conorms in general, was studied by some authors. 22, 23, 24, 25, 26 A few investigated importance weighting of OWA operators.
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This paper is structured as follows. The basic unweighted AIWA operators, the AA operators, and their construction from the power means are described in Section 2. The importance weighted generalization of these operators, the AIWA operators, and some of their properties, are presented in Section 3. Some interesting properties originating from the basic quasi-arithmetic means structure of AIWA operators, namely quasi-idempotency and decomposability, are described in Section 4. In Section 5, we derive an importance weighting generalization of the Maximum Entropy OWA (MEOWA) operators. 6 This allows us to compare the behavior of the two classes of operators in Section 6, using a case set. In Section 7, we discuss the joint effect of andness and importance weighting, using the case set from Section 6 for illustration. We conclude in Section 8.
A few words on the notation. I denotes the real unit interval [0, 1]; i a i , where is an operator, is an abbreviation for n i=1 (a i ); bold symbols like x denotes the vector (x 1 , . . . , x n ); x ≤ y means: for all i, x i ≤ y i ; x, denotes the standard negation x = 1 − x; x, denotes (x 1 , . . . , x n ); and N m denotes {1, 2, . . . , m}. Some specific letters are used all over with the same meaning: a denotes a vector (a 1 , . . . , a n ) ∈ I n of criterion satisfactions, such that a i is the degree to which the option or object evaluated satisfies the i'th criterion; v denotes an importance weighting vector (v 1 , . . . , v n ) ∈ I n , satisfying max i v i = 1, with v i being the importance weight attached to a i , namely the importance of satisfying the i'th criterion in satisfying the whole query; w denotes an OWA weighting vector (w 1 , . . . , w n ) ∈ I n , with i w i = 1; and ρ, ρ ∈ I, denotes an andness degree of an averaging operator.
From Power Means to Andness-directed Averaging operators
The class of AIWA operators is an importance weighted generalization of the class of Andness-directed Averaging (AA) operators that is based on the power means in the family of quasi-arithmetic means. A function φ :
is in this family, if it is defined by:
where ψ is a continuous strictly monotonic function, referred to as the generator of φ, and ψ −1 is the inverse of ψ. The family was identified independently by Nagumo and Kolmogoroff. 7, 8 They showed that the functions φ defined by (1) satisfy the following mean axioms:
(i) φ is continuous and strictly increasing in each variable a i ; (ii) φ symmetric; (iii) φ is idempotent, i.e., φ(a, . . . , a) = a; (iv) φ(a 1 , . . . , a n ) = φ(a, . . . , a, a m+1 , . . . , a n ) with a = φ(a 1 , . . . , a m ), 1 ≤ m ≤ n and that any function satisfying these axioms has the form (1). The fourth condition (iv) is also called pseudo-associativity or decomposability. 10 Choosing the generator
α , defining the class of functions:
defined for a ∈ R n if α > 0, and a ∈ (R \ {0}) n if α < 0, and known as the power means, or the root-power means or the α-power means. The power means are monotonic increasing in the parameter α, i.e., φ α (a) ≤ φ α (a) if α < α , and contain a number of classical means.
11 Thus, lim
Since a i = 0 is not allowed for α < 0, we cannot apply φ α as defined by (2) as a class of averaging operators I n → I covering all degrees of andness in the unit interval. However, the restricted power means class φ α : I n → I, n ∈ N, defined for α ≥ 1 by:
is well-defined since by α ≥ 1 > 0 also zero valued arguments are allowed. When α moves from 1 to ∞, φ α moves from the arithmetic mean (AM) to the max operator. By (3) the arguments a 1 , . . . , a n are essentially handled as similarities, that is, a i is the similarity of the i'th feature (of the option evaluated) to the "ideal" feature value. Equivalently to consider a 1 , . . . , a n as similarities, we may, dually, consider 1−a 1 , . . . , 1−a n as dissimilarities (or distances) and apply (3) with (1−a i ), instead of a i , as long as we, after computing the average distance, transform it to the dual similarity, obtained as the result from subtracting it from 1. Hence, the class of distance based power means is characterized by:
When α moves from 1 to ∞,φ α moves from the AM to the min operator. The generator ofφ α is seen to beψ
α . An important issue in application of importance weighted averaging operators in multicriteria decision problems is the ability to control the andness of the operator. Following Dujmović's results on the definition of the andness (the conjunction degree), 16 the andness of a power mean, and in general of any averaging operator λ : I n → I is defined by:
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where
) is the expected value of g(x), as defined for
Yager's measure of the OWA orness, 3 to be recalled in Section 5, is, in fact, the measure defined by (5) in the case that λ is an OWA operator.
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According to (5), the andness of the power mean as defined by (3) and (4) is a function of both the parameter α and the dimension n. Since this function has no simple expression, we shall apply a simple measure that is similar to that defined by (5) in the sense that andness(φ α ) is monotonic decreasing from 0.5 (the AM) to 0 (the max operator), as α goes from 1 to ∞, while andness(φ α ) is monotonic increasing from 0.5 (the AM) to 1 (the min operator), as α goes from 1 to ∞. Such a measure, representing a rough approximation to the andness defined by (5), is obtained as the integral over the unit interval of the generator, namely,
, respectively. Hence we define the approximate andness by:
and andness(φ α ) = α α+1 (6) It follows that the parameter α is expressed as a function of an approximate andness ρ ∈ (0, 1) by, respectively:
allowing us to write φ α andφ α as functions parameterized by ρ. Since
we may describe φ α andφ α jointly as the function h ρ : I n → I defined for 1 Though the expressions are similar to the quantifier orness and andness of OWA operators (recalled in Section 5) with the OWA weights defined for β ∈ R + by w i = (
), respectively, they represent different measures.
ρ ∈ (0, 1) and n ∈ N by:
with α = . The approximate andness measure provides an easy way to control the real andness defined by (5) . Further, the measure's independence of n simplifies updating of aggregation values, by the composability property (to be described in Section 4), when new criteria are considered. We shall in the following, for short, refer to the approximate andness ρ of the power means based averaging operators as the andness of the operator. Further properties of these operators are covered in the general case of the AIWA operators, as described in the following.
AIWA operators
In the importance weighted generalization of the AA operators, each argument a i is attached an importance weight v i . While, for all i, a i is the degree of satisfaction of the i'th criterion, v i is the importance of satisfying this criterion. We shall in the following assume that v i ∈ I, for all i, and max i v i = 1; we notice, that this requirement can always be satisfied through max-normalization (i.e., dividing each importance weight by max i v i ), assuming that at least one of the weights is positive. The importance weighted generalization is obtained by weighting the arguments of i in (3) and (4), namely a α i and (1 − a i ) α , respectively, by the factor
. Applying this weighting to the joint AA operator defined by (8), we obtain the AIWA operators as the operators h v ρ :
, with ρ ∈ (0, 1) and max i v i = 1, defined by:
with α = 
We shall now show that the operators h v ρ , as defined by (9), contain importance weighted max and importance weighted min as the limes for, respectively, ρ → 0 and ρ → 1, namely, respectively, max i (v i a i ) and min i (1 − v i (1 − a i ) ). We notice that these operators are of the right kind for importance weighted max and min operators, applying a triangular norm importance weighting transformation of the criterion satisfactions, namely, respectively, max i (v i ⊗ a i ) and min i (v i ⊗ a i ), where ⊗ is a t-norm.
2 In this case, the operator ⊗ is the algebraic product x ⊗ y = xy;
Proposition 2. (containment of importance weighted max and min) lim
: By (9), and ρ → 0 ⇔ α → ∞:
or (by l'Hospital's rule):
By the duality property, and the containment of importance weighted max: lim
Next, we show that operator h v ρ represents the weighted AM (WAM) for ρ = 1 2 in both cases of ρ in (9) .
Proof. In both the cases ρ ∈ (0, Hence, in the case ρ ∈ (0,
Definition 4. (AIWA operators) By these three propositions, the AIWA operators are fully defined as the operators h v ρ :
It should be noticed that the max-normalization of the importance weights, to obtain max i v i = 1, can in general not be avoided. Without the max normalize, we would not get a fuzzy logic operator, except in the case ρ = 1 2 ; this is easily seen from the fact that limes values for ρ → 0 and ρ → ∞ would not reach the importance weighted min, respectively max, and hence the essential properties of the operator as an importance weighted averaging operator would be missed.
It is easily seen that the AIWA operators (10) reduce to the unweighted AIWA operators, i.e., the AA operators (8), for v = (1, . . . , 1) .
The following basic properties holds for all ρ ∈ I and all v ∈ I n and are easily seen also to be satisfied by the AA class:
is continuous in each argument and each importance weight (hence, a small change in a i or v i for some i cannot make a drastic change in h It is well-known that, as opposed to t-norms and t-conorms, averaging operators (and, in general, mean operators) are idempotent, but lack the associativity, h (a, h(b, c)) = h(h(a, b), c) , of the first norms. In the following, we characterize the idempotency (quasi-idempotency) and decomposability properties of AIWA operators. The latter property is an associativity like property, though not a real associativity, and is therefore also referred to as pseudo-associativity.
Quasi-idempotency and decomposability properties
AIWA operators are quasi-idempotent, that is, if we extend a with a new element a n+1 = h v ρ (a), then the aggregated value will not change, regardless of the importance weight of the new element. This is expressed by the following theorem: vector (x 1 , . . . , x n , y) .
The case ρ > 1 2 follows by the duality property. It is easily seen that the quasiidempotency also holds for ρ ∈ {0, 1}; thus for ρ = 0 withȧ = h
Corollary 6. If a i = a for all i, then h v ρ (a) = h ρ (a) = a (by the unary identity and the quasi-idempotency, by induction).
Next, we show some decomposability properties of AIWA operators. The decomposability of AIWA operators is demonstrated by the following theorem. Let x l,h denote x l , . . . , x h , allowing us to write X as a concatenation of subvectors, that is,
or, by the definition of the AIWA operator and v :
The case ρ > 1 2 follows by the duality property. 
Corollary 8. We may update an AIWA aggregated value, h v ρ (a), incrementally as new criteria are considered. Let a n+1 be the satisfaction (by the option evaluated) of the new criterion, and let v n+1 as usual be the importance of satisfying this criterion. Then (by decomposability):
The latter corollary is seen to be a (importance weighting) generalization of the fourth (iv) mean axiom. It is itself expressed as an importance weighted mean betweenȧ (= h v ρ (a)) and a n+1 . Hence, the updated value, h
(a ∪ (a n+1 )) must be between these two values. We can also show this directly.
Proposition 10. (limits of updated value)
h v∪(vn+1) ρ (a ∪ (a n+1 )) ∈ [min(ȧ, a n+1 ), max(ȧ, a n+1 )], withȧ = h v ρ (
a). (By the quasi-idempotency and the monotonicity of AIWA operators.)
The closed interval [min(ȧ, a n+1 ), max(ȧ, a n+1 )] can be reduced to the open interval (min(ȧ, a n+1 ), max(ȧ, a n+1 )) when ρ ∈ (0, 1), v n+1 > 0, and Essentially, importance weighting allows us to consider a criterion to some degree. Hence, as v j is decreased, the impact of a j on the result is gradually removed; when v j becomes zero, a j is not considered at all, corresponding to the situation where this argument is removed from the argument list.
Importance Weighted Maximum Entropy OWA (IW-MEOWA) operators
For comparison of the behavior of AIWA operators to that of importance weighted OWA operators, we consider an importance weighting generalization of Maximum Entropy OWA operators-i.e., the class of OWA operators with maximum dispersion of the OWA weights at the given dimension and andness of the operator-that contains the WAM and the importance weighted min and max in the same form as the AIWA operators. We first recall the definition of the OWA operators.
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The family of OWA operators are the functions f w : I n × I n → I : (w, a) → f w (a), where w is a vector of positional weights, called OWA weights, satisfying
where (·) is an index permutation such that a (1) ≥ · · · ≥ a (n) . Yager introduced two measures of these operators, both defined as functions of the OWA weights, namely the orness and the dispersion (disp), defined by:
The andness is defines as one minus the orness as defined by (13); hence:
As mentioned in Section 2, the andness defined by (14) is the real andness, i.e., the andness defined by (5) with λ = f w . Since the maximum dispersion over the universe of OWA weighting vectors is seen to be ln n, as obtained for the OWA vectors with evenly distributed weights, i.e., ( 1 n , . . . , 1 n ), it is convenient to normalize the dispersion measure to obtain a measure in the unit interval for each n, namely ndisp as defined by.
The dispersion (15) of an OWA operator can be seen as the degree to which the OWA weights are evenly distributed over the n positions. It can be shown that for all n > 2, any desired (real) andness ρ ∈ (0, 1) can be obtained by multiple OWA weighting vectors, while the maximum dispersion at any (n, ρ) ∈ N × I is obtained by precisely one OWA weighting vector. Filev and Yager called the class of OWA operators represented by these vectors for Maximum Entropy OWA (MEOWA) operators, and derived their analytical form. 6 This form, that was also found by Carbonell et al., 28 is, for all t ∈ R + and all n ∈ N defined by:
We denote the MEOWA weighting vector at dimension n and andness ρ by w * n,ρ . Example 13. Assume that we want to find the MEOWA weights w * 3,0.8 . By (14) with w i defined by (16) we need to solve the equation the analysis of the behavior, the three importance weighting vectors only differ in the last weight. As expected, due to the properties of the two operators, the aggregated values are exactly the same for all importance weighings at ρ ∈ {0, 1 2 , 1}; in the other cases, they are still rather close to each other. The 15 cases of (v, ρ) give different ranking of the five option examples, but ranking by the two operators is the same in all cases. Though the examples are selected to exhibit sensitivity in changes of (v, ρ), it is obvious that the two operators behave much in the same way.
On the joint effect of the andness and importance weighting on ranking
The general effect of importance weighting is that the satisfaction degree of a criterion becomes less important for the ranking as the importance of satisfying the criterion decreases. This works essentially as follows: As the andness moves closer to one, low satisfaction of important criteria is punished, that is, the option evaluated is considered farther away from the ideal, yielding a lower rank; as the andness moves closer to zero, high satisfaction of important criteria is rewarded, that is the option is considered closer to the ideal, yielding a higher rank. For any degree of andness, the combined effect may be seen as the "sum" of the punishment, to the andness degree, and the reward, to the orness degree. Hence, a higher ranked option is closer to the ideal than a lower ranked option. A possible interpretation in a fuzzy set framework is that a higher ranked option has a higher degree of membership in the set of ideal options that is intensionally represented by the query. A possible interpretation in a probabilistic setting, where an option is either interesting or not interesting, is that a higher ranked option is more likely to be an option of interest. In the case that nothing is known about the importance of the criteria, they are assumed to be equally important; this situation is represented by the special case of the importance weighted operators where v = (1, . . . , 1). Table 1 illustrates the combined effect of changing importance weights and andness. Each of the 15 values of (v, ρ) determines a distinct ranking of the five options represented by the option tuples a 1 , . . . , a 5 . For instance, at ρ = 0.75, the second option, represented by a 2 = (0.53, 0.52, 0.84), is ranked highest at v 1 = (1, 1, 1) and v 2 = (1, 1, 0.67); when the third weight is further decreased to 0.33 (in v 3 ), the fourth option, represented by a 4 = (0.85, 0.84, 0.04), wins due to its better satisfaction of the highly important criteria (the two first), and the less importance of the poorly satisfied third criterion. Looking at the effect of changing the andness, at some importance weighting, we see that a lower andness (closer to a pure or ) emphasizes the existence of important criteria with a high degree of satisfaction; thus, at ρ = 0 with v 1 = (1, 1, 1 ), the option with the highest satisfaction value, namely the fifth, with a 5,3 = 0.98, is ranked highest. On the other hand, at ρ = 1 with v 1 = (1, 1, 1 ), the option with the lowest satisfaction value, namely a 4,3 = 0.04, is ranked lowest. As another example, while the fourth option is the second highest ranked at ρ = 0.5 with v 1 = (1, 1, 1) , it moves down as the third ranked when ρ is increased to 0.75, since the effect of the poorly satisfied third criterion begins to play a role; however, if the importance of satisfying the third criterion then is lowered from 1 through 0.67 to 0.33, it moves up from the third through the second to the first ranked option, due to its high satisfaction of the two first criteria.
Conclusion
The AIWA operators, based on the power means in the family of quasi-arithmetic means, provide a class of importance weighted averaging operators with a number of interesting properties. These include properties for the fuzzy logic application as importance weighted averaging operators, such as containment of importance weighted min and max of the right kind, as well as the weighted arithmetic mean. The decomposability of AIWA operators allows us to consider new criteria or changes in the importance of existing ones, without recomputing with all arguments. The AIWA class was equipped with an approximate andness measure for easy, direct parametric control of the andness of the operators. The aggregation behavior of AIWA operators appears to be similar to that of an importance weighted OWA operator, when the OWA weights have their maximal dispersion at the given dimension and andness. The case set applied for comparison with OWA operators also showed good sensibility to changes in the importance weighting and the andness degree. AIWA aggregates are computed in linear, O(n), time of the number of arguments, as opposed to the O(n log n) time required by OWA operators. The AIWA operators' easy, direct control of the andness, their effectiveness in responding to andness and criterion importance, their decomposability allowing fast reevaluation of options when new or improved criteria are considered, and their computationally efficiency, make them an interesting choice for a large class of decision problems. These include classification and selection, object recognition and filtering, and information access such as query answering and information retrieval.
